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Why the images come out blurry on the Canon
SX124? All: I have a Canon SX124. I bought this

printer about a year ago, and have upgraded
the toner cartridge twice since then (removal +
replacement). Now all of a sudden the pictures
come out blurry. Just to start by saying, it's not

the ISO setting. My main camera is a Canon
760D. There is no problem printing pictures
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from my computer. I have done a full reset and
it did not help. Any suggestions? Answer: Canon
SX124 blurry pictures Question: My new Epson
Stylus Photo TX700W is not printing/scanning
documents properly.. My first few test prints
came out fine, but after that, all the printed

pages have a "Line Block" on the bottom and
randomly the document is printed on the back

of the paper (although it shouldn't be). I thought
it was the printer because I just replaced the
print head with the new version (that is also

when I got the Line Block issue). However, I've
tried both troubleshooting options on the Epson
web site and they don't work either: First I ran

the program "Epson TX700W Reset" and it listed
all the tests, but when I ran "Operating System
Test (EPSON TX700W)" it said, "nothing to do"

right after I choose "the printer has been
successfully reset" (though I pressed OK). After
that, I ran the test "Reset Pending Tasks" which

said, "errors found" and "diag not found". I'd
choose "close" and "apply". Then, I checked to
make sure the yellow "check" symbol is next to
all the tasks (I don't know how it could work if it

didn't). It was next to all of them, though at
least one was yellow. So, I tried "enable" on all
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of them. It didn't make any difference. I also
tried printing some of the task 1 test pages, but
it is very slow and prints only about half of the

page before it stops with either errors or a blank
page. If I choose "full resets" from the printer
options, it goes all the way to the end of the

test, but even then it comes out with errors or
blank pages. What I tried so far. Please help!
Thanks! Answer: Canon SX124 blurry images
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